Board of Equalization and Review

Date: October 18, 2023
Time: 1:00 P.M.
Location: 30 Valley St, Asheville, NC 28801

Meeting Topics

Agenda Item

1. Welcome

2. Any prior business to discuss/administrative matters.

3. Conflicts check.

4. Appeals

   A. Secure Restoration, Inc. – (AB# 3085579) - Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

   B. Wayside Nursery, Inc. d/b/a LandArbor Consulting – (AB# 800707) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

   C. MR Entertainment LLC dba Off the Wagon Dueling Piano Bar – (AB# 3028856) – Appeal of Penalty – (unknown)
D. Freemotion, LLC – (AB# 3051486) – Appeal of Penalty – (in person)

E. James Kemp – (AB# 3077632) – Appeal of Exemption Denial – (not attending)

F. Wilma Pocock – (PIN# 9656-12-6237-00000) – Appeal of Exemption Denial – (in person)

G. Carl Whitaker – (PIN# 8770-91-1445-00000) – Appeal of Denial of PUV – (virtual)

5. Any new business.

6. Adjourn.